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Drama in the living room is the result of cool contrasts—think
classics like a sable-colored mohair chesterfeld juxtaposed with
peacock-print pillows from Manuel Canovas and an oversized
photo by Alexander Straulino.

MODERN FAMILY
Tucked between Chicago’s lakefront and the Mag Mile, a 1920s condo sits full
of fabulous juxtapositions as a contemporary dwelling for a family of four.
By Hilary Boyajian
Photography by Anthony Tahlier
Standing in Tina Kourasis’ closet is like being in sartorial heaven.
When asked which piece from her designer-heavy collection—which
seriously rivals Rachel Zoe’s—best captures the mood of her family’s
newly restored home, the founder and president of VMR (Vintage
Modern Retail) gives an analogy that’s spot-on: “It would have to
be my Lanvin gown in shades of beige and nude,” says the style
visionary. “It’s easy yet elegant, modern yet it has a feeling of being
from another time.”
At VMR, Oak Street’s chic boutique for labels like Fendi,
Balmain, Ellery and Acne Studios, Kourasis and her business
partner, stylist Mark Gill, showcase a highly edited, fashionforward mix of women’s ready-to-wear and accessories. The
aesthetic is mirrored in her 3,800-square-foot condo in the 1921
Fugard & Knapp-designed building on East Walton. “Much like
the way Tina helps her clients build their wardrobe with basics as
a foundation, we started with the furniture that she already had,” says
Chicago-based interior designer Marshall Erb (marshallerb.com),
the talented mastermind behind the home makeover. “We built
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and layered patterns and colors to create something broader with
depth and personality.”
But because Tina’s life is a balancing act between high fashion
and the reality of raising two boys—Luke, 6, and Alex, 10—with
her husband Nick, an investment banker, Erb had to aim for a happy
medium because feeling comfortable and at ease in their home was
paramount. “We don’t require shoes of,” says Kourasis. “We don’t
tell our guests ‘We only serve white wine.’ We can’t live like that.”
Te family’s laissez-faire mindset combined with a progressive
point of view became the genesis from which Erb powered forward.
His endgame? An authentic environment that’s at once elegant,
timeless, interesting and functional for a family of four. And
above all, it should be pretty. “Pretty can apply to all styles, from
ultra-minimalist to historic interiors,” says Erb. “I could tell that
Tina was very into fashion when we met. I thought of couture,
of the textiles, of the construction and tailoring. I thought of the
composition of the space, how to make it work for a family, how to
make it ‘wearable,’ so to speak.”

Kourasis looks right at
home in a rust-colored
maxi dress by Stella
McCartney paired with
earrings by Gucci and a
ring by Sabbia. Makeup
by Regina Sneor of
D’Works, Inc.
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To uphold the integrity of the 1920s building, Erb was adamant
about retaining all of the existing architectural elements of the house.

The challenge, he would find out, was finding a solution
for the husband and wife’s opposing tastes. “I love modern
minimalism—no color, clean lines—but my husband thinks
that look is antiseptic,” says Kourasis. “He likes color, a very
Ralph Lauren, clubby aesthetic.” Erb’s compromise reveals the
very best of both worlds, dancing the line between edgy and
refined, beginning with the art deco, black-and-white marble
foors in the foyer. Te walls, swathed in metallic silk wallpaper
by Astek Inc., immediately speak to Kourasis’ penchant for luxe
textiles, even more so when cheekily contrasted with Dale May’s
“Lego Wars” series photographs: A C-3PO Lego figure, shot
against Louis Vuitton’s iconic monogram print, provides a nod
to sartorial satire and Tina’s love of photography. The ceiling
is painted robin’s-egg blue, a perfect tie-in with May’s adjacent
piece, aptly titled Tifany Trooper. “I decided this would be a great
spot to feature the Star Wars fgures,” says Erb. “We were lucky
that the previous owners of this apartment were gallerists, so
there is a state-of-the-art lighting system throughout that makes
highlighting artwork a breeze.”
To uphold the integrity of the 1920s building, Erb was
adamant about retaining all of the existing architectural elements
of the house, while also preserving original features like the
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marble in the foyer, solid oak doors, moldings and arched
ceilings. “I pushed to use the rooms as they were originally
intended,” says Erb. “I wanted the living room to be a space for
conversation, not television. And I encouraged Tina to use the
formal dining room more often, and they do!”
Setting the stage for exceptional dinner parties, a modern
Murano glass chandelier is the central focus of the dining room,
ascending from the ceiling like a rain shower above a traditional,
round mahogany dining table (an estate piece originally from
Baker). Alternating white dining chairs—half are sample sale fnds
that Kourasis had reupholstered in silk—sit bold against blotted
navy wallpaper and woven metallic curtains from Larsen, an edgy
backdrop that again epitomizes Kourasis’ fashion-forward side.
But true brilliance shines in the living room, where Erb
combines clever and refined details, starting with Kourasis’
sophisticatedly irreverent, black-and-white “pimp” portraits by
documentary photographer Tracy Funches. Tey hang brazenly
above a brown, mohair chesterfield sofa accented by two
innocuous peacock-print pillows from Manuel Canovas. “Tis is
the contrast that makes the space work,” says Erb. “Classic fabric
prints ofset by art with an edge—very today but referencing the
past. I love using contemporary art in historic spaces.”

A couch by Baker and a lounge
chair by Le Corbusier create chic
reading nooks in the library.
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A Murano glass chandelier, mahogany
table by Baker and textured wallpaper
by Farrow & Ball make for an elegant
mix in the formal dining room.

Just of the kitchen, the couple’s main powder
room also features Snaidero fnishes.
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Te butler’s pantry boasts a custom
cabinet by Snaidero and a silver
starburst pendant light from Lightology.

For the foyer, Kourasis ofset the
original art deco marble foor with
avant-garde photography by Dale May.

Cabinets by Snaidero and
Caesarstone countertops
make a sleek statement in
the kitchen.

Funches, a client of Tina’s from her pre-VMR days as a
lawyer, spent 10 years photographing real-life pimps in Chicago
and Milwaukee, culminating in his book Pimpnosis, which has
a home in the living room as well atop a bronze-based, silver
travertine cofee table by Laura Kirar for Baker. “Te image of
the weathered old man with the three-quarters-length leather
trench coat could have come from any Paris runway,” says
Kourasis. “Fashion has always been inspired by the streets. I also
like the discussion the photographs provoke—our fascination
with urban culture and the glamorization of urban poverty.”
Perhaps less provoking but equally striking is Tina’s favorite
photograph in the house that hangs above the living room’s
French rococo-style freplace, an abstract close-up by Alexander
Straulino of an eye speckled with glitter that adds a punch of
jewel-toned color to the pleasingly neutral room. Here, Erb has
achieved an eclectic mix of modern lines and vintage fnds. “I
admire that Marshall has a passion for vintage accents,” says
Kourasis. “Our place begs for antiques peppered in here and
there, and Marshall really excels at the selection process.”
Further dissolving boundaries is an exquisite moment
in the butler’s pantry. Confined to tight quarters, Erb creates
compelling impact in the nook with a silver starburst pendant
from Lightology, beige python-print wallpaper and a backlit,

mirror-framed custom cabinet by Snaidero that houses some of
Tina’s treasures. “I do love my Rosenthal china that I picked out
when I was 23 years old,” she says. “But I also love our $6 glasses
with gold and blue etchings that we found in Nantucket.”
Turn the corner and nostalgia is set aside for an ultramodern, minimalist kitchen. Clean and polished in soothing
monochromatic tones of gray, mocha and sable, it would
convert even the most lavish hoarder into living a less-is-more
existence. Erb was ecstatic when he came across the luxe Italianmade system from Snaidero for the kitchen, knowing it was the
ultimate design-conscious solution for the family. “The taupe
lacquer, the marble, the driftwood… it has a distinct Giorgio
Armani vibe,” says Erb. “Tina entertains and cooks, and the
kids hang out in this space the majority of the time. It had to be
functional, durable and gorgeous. It was like designing a yacht.
No space went unused.”
That super-sleek look extends to the simple yet expertly
executed gray-and-white bathroom between the kitchen and
den that also boasts Snaidero fnishes. “Here, I was able to give
Tina her white box. It’s very practical. You can basically just hose
it down,” says Erb. “Tina wanted the boys to be able to wash
the sand of their feet after the beach but for it to also be pretty
enough for guests to use as the main powder room.”
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From Valentino and
Maticevski to Gucci and
Dior, Kourasis’ closet is full
of label love.
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Te bed, night tables and lamps by Ralph
Lauren Home lend a clubby cool vibe to
the couple’s master bedroom. Gray mohair
throw blanket by Hermès, houndstooth
chair from Design Within Reach, clutch
(on the chair) by Stella McCartney
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Fixtures from Restoration Hardware,
a shower door from Glassworks and
Carrara marble countertops keep things
clean in the master bath.

To balance out the sharpness of the kitchen and bath, Erb
fully embraces traditional comfort in the library, giving Kourasis’
husband the classic men’s club narrative he seeks via richly
layered accents. Custom-built maple bookshelves by Parenti
& Rafaelli inadvertently set a tone of heritage-chic, displaying
fashion magazines, cherished photos and storied artifacts from
the family’s travels. Erb positioned a saddle-brown leather sofa at
the center of the room and added beige linen pillows from Baker.
Behind the sofa sits a black, leather-bound writing desk topped
with a bronze pineapple lamp. In front, an ivory stone and brass
cocktail table by Pride Sasser Home Furnishings adds some
architectural pop that’s in sync with the room’s stately mood.
For the master bedroom, Erb brought in key pieces from
the Ralph Lauren Home collection: a brown leather bed frame,
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chrome architects’ lamps and round, glass-and-rosewood
bedside tables. Legna bedding in a soft gray palette accented by
an Hermès mohair throw and an oversize snakeskin-print pillow
by Cowtan & Tout takes care of the sleeping arrangements
while a decidedly dapper houndstooth chair from Design
Within Reach provides the right amount of masculinity amidst
all the modernity.
“I love our place. There’s an ease about it,” concludes
Kourasis. “Marshall has seamlessly interwoven my minimalist
sensibilities with Nick’s penchant for old-world charm. Our
home is wonderful for entertaining, yet you don’t have to worry
about keeping it pristine and picture-perfect. There’s enough
room for the kids to be kids and for the grown-ups to feel like
grown-ups.” And above all, it’s pretty. sl

